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Right Away Disposal partners with CP Group, Opens Single Stream Recycling System 
10 TPH Single Stream Curbside Residential System 

APACHE JUNCTION, AZ (July 27, 

2016) – Right Away Disposal, an 

Arizona-based, locally owned and 

operated waste and recycling 

provider, recently opened a new 

McMRF®, a small material recovery 

facility (MRF) provided CP Group.   

The new system features improved 

system integration and new CP 

Group disc screens.  

CP Group worked with Right Away 

Disposal to engineer a McMRF® 

system design, utilizing both new 

and existing equipment. CP Group 

incorporated Right Away Disposal’s existing sort lines, conveyors, and a baler with new CP disc screens in 

order to automate the system, process a higher throughput, and recover more commodities.  

The new disc screens include a CP Glass Breaker Screen and a CPScreenTM, which both feature the patented 

CP Cam-DiscTM for the segregation of 2D from 3D material. A new CP OCCScreenTM was also installed. 

Terry Schneider, CEO of CP Group, says, “This facility shows how CP is able to blend existing equipment 

with our own to create a low-cost, highly effective solution.” 

Running 10 tons per hour, the new system is helping Right Away Disposal achieve its recovery goals for OCC 

fines, fiber, OMP, and containers. “Commodities are captured in cages rather than bunker silos,” says 

Schneider. “It’s another way we kept the system affordable while maintaining CP’s high standards of 

engineering and performance.” 

The system serves Apache Junction, AZ and surrounding communities. 
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About Right Away Disposal 

Established in 2007, Right Away Disposal is a locally owned and operated Waste & Recycling provider based 

in Apache Junction, AZ. 

Whether it's residential, commercial, or industrial service; RAD can fulfill any of your waste removal needs. 

RAD guarantees all of our customers receive premium service at an honest price. At RAD we remember that 

the customer is the most important part of our business. We pride ourselves in providing quality equipment 

and personable staff to ensure the job gets done RIGHT. 

 
About CP Group 

CP Group is a team of manufacturers and leaders of innovation in the waste and recycling industry. CP 

Group—comprised of CP Manufacturing, Krause Manufacturing, MSS, Inc., and Advanced MRF—provides a 

variety of sort solutions worldwide, including MRF manufacturing, retrofits, audits, consulting, and 

engineering services. Custom turn-key systems are designed, installed, and serviced by CP Group for 

residential recycling, commercial and industrial, municipal solid waste, engineered fuel, construction and 

demolition, and electronic waste processing.  

 
 


